There's gypsy charm in this small, smart, hug-your-head turban! Rayon faced velvet decorated with "polka dots" of felt, is draped around a foundation of fine quality nude cloth. Self material bow.

78K8588—Fits 22 to 23½ in. headsize.
Colors: Fawn (Dark) Beige, Copen Blue with Navy Blue or White with Black. Measure and state color. $1.95

Colon: Fawn (Dark) Beige, Colon: Toast (Medium) Brown, Nassau (bright (Dark) Blue, or Black. Measure and state color. $1.95

When not included in $2.00 order, send 84 for postage.

"On Location"

There's upper charm in this small, smart, hug-your-head turban! Rayon faced velvet decorated with "polka dots" of felt, is draped around a foundation of fine quality nude cloth. Self material bow.

78K8588—Fits 22 to 23½ in. headsize.
Colors: Fawn (Dark) Beige, Copen Blue with Navy Blue or White with Black. Measure and state color. $1.95

When not included in $2.00 order, send 84 for postage.

"The Beverly"

You'll adore it! Of full body felt with that side-up brim held in place with chubby cut-felt pompons. Another new note—the corded crown! Suitable for so many types.

78K8584—Fits 22½ to 23½ in. Color: Fawn (Dark) Beige, Branch (Dark) Brown, Navy blue, or Black. Measure and state color. $1.95

When not included in $2.00 order, send 84 for postage.

The "aae-Iss" hat for the woman with a wearh of soft, pleated Rayon crepe in dower-like note—the cordon crow! Suitable for any type.

78K8576—Fits 23 to 23½ in. Colors: Toast (Medium) Brown, Nassau (bright (Dark) Blue, or Black. Measure and state color. $1.95

When not included in $2.00 order, send 84 for postage.

It's not stretching a point to say this is the smartest beret and scarf set to be seen! Made of fine wool knit fabric—just "nubby" enough to be interesting—soft enough to drape perfectly. Cashmere knitted ornament on beret. Clever metal buckle holds the scarf where you want it.

78K8760—Fits 21½ to 21¾ in. headsize. Colors: Fawn (Dark) Beige, Signal (bright (Dark) Red, Navy Blue. Measure and state color. Sold in sets only. 84

When not included in $2.00 order, send 84 for postage.

This big old world agrees that lightweight wool and Rayon knit turban and scarf sets are the snappiest things to be seen! Three fat little wool pompons tucked under the tabular row add much to this coquettish ensemble.

78K8764—Fits 21½ to 21¾ in. headsize.
Colors: Branch (Dark) Brown, Copen Blue, Rustic (Dark) Green, or Signal (bright (Dark) Red. Measure and state color. Sold in sets only. 84

When not included in $2.00 order, send 84 for postage.